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Alchimie Forever
Switzerland brings you another beauty breakthrough! This time, all you no-nonsense
skincare junkies will revel in this new, medically-formulated skincare line. If you’ve
been carrying on with run-of-the-mill cleansers, moisturizers, body lotions, or agedefying products you got at the drugstore or in a straw gift basket you got for Administrative Professionals Day (hope it was happy!), it’s time to get cracking. You’ll see
what we mean after a couple of weeks of using Alchimie Forever’s amazing products.
These cutting-edge, technologically-advanced products are perfected from concept to
selection of ingredients, so you end up with the quality and excellence the Swiss are
known for. All natural botanical ingredients mean even the most sensitive of skins can
benefit from these incredible products. Your skin will thank you.
Your eye area is just begging for this lightweight balm made with Jojoba, blueberries,
alfalfa, grape seeds, and cocoa butter. Look for an increase in elasticity, extra firmness, and a reduction in fine lines and circles. Look like you’ve been getting your 8
hours!
If you’ve ever wished there was an equivalent of hair conditioner for the body, your
wish has come true! After cleansing with your soap of choice, slather on this good
stuff, and let steam from the shower and the secret ingredients in this body
conditioner do their magic. We promise dewy, rejuvenated skin. Warning: This
product is highly addictive. You’ll get to know the ordering process really well.
Oh, yes. Age-defying. One of our favorite functions in a
beauty item! This green tea and rosemary concoction is your
new magic potion. A powerful treatment that tones, tightens,
and lifts, you can look forward to fewer fine lines and brown
spots with regular use.
Your honey feeling left out with all the girly treasures you
keep stumbling upon? Butter him up with the Antioxidant
Defense gel, made with green tea, rosemary, turmeric, and
tomato. This oil-free gel moisturizes the face and body, while
protecting his sexy self from environmental stress. As a
bonus, it works as a post-shave treatment.
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